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Since the manga ended, a few fan-made
OVA's have been released. The first

episode of them was released in 2008,
and the second and third episodes were
released in 2009. [46] In addition, the

episodes of Death Note Kurosawa Vol. 1,
Death Note Kurosawa Vol. 2, and Death

Note Kurosawa Vol. 3 have been released
on several websites. In 2010, three new
OVA's have been released by the anime

staff, featuring Mello and his
predecessors. [1] In 2011, another two
new OVA's were released, and the last

two were released in 2012. [2] In
addition, a live action movie, Death Note (

Death Note The Final Act [1]), has also
been released. Sadly, He wasnt wearing
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any underwear. What the?! What a freak!
He didnt even close the top button. And
he had long hair! Ewwww I am just too
scared. Your turn Beppu (referring to

Kikuhide Beppu, the main antagonist of
Death Note) Anonymous Coward

2009-10-24 11:00 >Unknown WTF?!
Stupid statement. Anime isnt EPL. Why
would you compare the anime with the

movie? Anyway, as a movie, Death Note
is a complete trash. The only good thing
of the movie is the ending. That ended
waaaaaaaaaaaaaay way too soon. End
and then end. And NOT saving all of the

characters. That was a complete waste of
time. Anyway, to make some comparison

between a movie and the anime, is
completely the wrong comparison. Get

over it before you continue to make this
baseless statements. Anonymous Coward
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Stupid statement. Anime isnt EPL. Why
would you compare the anime with the
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movie? Anyway, as a movie, Death Note
is a complete trash. The only good thing
of the movie is the ending. That ended
waaaaaaaaaaaaaay too soon. End and

then end. And NOT saving all of the
characters. That was a complete waste of
time. Anyway, to make some comparison

between a movie and the anime, is
completely the wrong comparison. Get

over it before you continue to make this
baseless statements. Anonymous Coward

2009-10-24 12:11 >Unknown WTF?!
Stupid statement. Anime isnt EPL. Why
would you compare the anime with the

movie? Anyway, as a movie, Death Note
is a complete trash. The only good thing
of the movie is the ending. That ended
waaaaaaaaaaaaaay too soon. End and

then end. And NOT saving all of the
characters. That was a complete waste of
time. Anyway, to make some comparison

between a movie and the anime, is
completely the wrong comparison. Get
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over it before you continue to make this
baseless statements. Anonymous Coward

2009-10-24 12:12 >Unknown WTF?!
Stupid statement. Anime isnt EPL. Why
would you compare the anime with the

movie? Anyway, as a movie, Death Note
is a complete trash. The only good thing
of the movie is the ending. That ended
waaaaaaaaaaaaaay too soon. End and

then end. And NOT saving all of the
characters. That was a complete waste of
time. Anyway, to make some comparison

between a movie and the anime, is
completely the wrong comparison. Get

over it before you continue to make this
baseless statements. Anonymous Coward

2009-10-24 12:13 >Unknown WTF?!
Stupid statement. Anime isnt EPL. Why
would you compare the anime with the

movie? Anyway, as a movie, Death Note
is a complete trash. The only good thing
of the movie is the ending. That ended
waaaaaaaaaaaaaay too soon. End and
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then end. And NOT saving all of the
characters. That was a complete waste of
time. Anyway, to make some comparison

between a movie and the anime, is
completely the wrong comparison. Get

over it before you continue to make this
baseless statements. Anonymous Coward

2009-10-24 12:13 >Unknown WTF?!
Stupid statement. Anime isnt EPL.
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3.3) You.3.3 (a) “Audio Recordings” shall
mean the songs and musical

compositions contained in the Audio
Recordings, but You will not be able to

listen to the Audio Recordings. (b) “Audio
Recording” shall mean an audio recording

of one or more songs or musical
compositions contained in the

Soundtrack. (c) “Do not Sell” shall mean,
in the context of the Sale of this product,

that You shall not directly or indirectly
participate in the Sale by others, whether
by payment or through transfer or sale of
such product. Additionally, You shall not,
and shall not allow any Person to, include

such product in the listing of such
products on third party websites, as well

as other websites. If, and only if, the
contents of the website are accessible to

the general public, You may visit the
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website as a part of your System. You
shall also provide the System with access

to the third party websites at the time
that they become accessible to the

general public. You shall provide Us with
two (2) (two-cores) Third party websites

that For other series that have been
adapted into anime, several soundtracks
have been released. Black Butler: Book of
Murder is a soundtrack for the first Black
Butler episode of the anime series. It was
released on May 10, 2006. Black Butler II:

Book of Murder is a soundtrack for the
second anime episode of the series. It

was released on October 10, 2006.
Bloody Monday is a soundtrack for the

third anime episode of the series. It was
released on October 24, 2006. PS I Love

You is a soundtrack of the PS2 game
Bloody Monday 2. Released on November
26, 2006, it features the theme song "PS!

I Love You" sung by Minako Kotobuki.
Bloody Monday 3 is a soundtrack of the
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PS2 game. Released on October 11, 2007.
Bloody Monday The Last is a soundtrack

of the PS2 game Bloody Monday The Last.
Released on April 27, 2008. [59] PS2,

Bloody Monday 3, The Last are three-disc
CDs featuring music from both Bloody

Monday and Bloody Monday The Last. The
compilation is titled Bloody Monday The
Last along with the name of the series.
Released on April 27, 2008. [59] Anime

Re: Chapter of Death Note is a CD
featuring the live action movie

soundtracks composed and arranged by
Kenji Kawai. It was released on October
17, 2006. [60] Godzilla: The Animated

Series is a soundtrack that features the
theme song "I Wanna Be Free" by Yoko
Takahashi. It was released on February

21, 2004. [61] 5ec8ef588b
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